Blackbook:

Places of climate
INjustice
in Vienna

THE BLACKBOOK

„It‘s five past twelve“ Researchers and civilians
agree: we need to act NOW if we want to escape the
worst of the possible impacts of manmade climate
change. What‘s missing? Concrete political actions.
The Austrian government continues to raise emissions
through airport expansion and the planned increase of speed limits and global enterprises are still
earning their money by destroying livelihoods.
The Climate Games want to point out those responsible for the inequitable climate of our society so as
to use the gained attention to bring a social-ecological transformation into motion
This Blackbook aims to offer an inspiration.
We want to highlight that the blackbook is not a call to illegal action but simply a collection of information about climate INjustice
in Vienna. The authors take on no responsibility for potential actions against the here mentioned stakeholders and enterprises.
The concept of the viennese blackbook is oriented on the „Blackbook
of climate sinners in Basel“. The texts found herein were written in
a short time with little ressources and take no claim to
completeness.
Additions, suggestions and corrections are welcome and can be send to
climategamesvienna@riseup.net.
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FINANCE
Food speculation, financing fossil mega-infrastructure projects: The current financial sector is at the
heart of the human and nature exploiting capitalism.

(1) Raiffeisen
Am Stadtpark 9
1030 Wien
+ several branches around the city...

A bank that originated from a good Idea: a farmer‘s association. Unfortunately, not much is left of this idea.
Nowadays Raiffeisen is far more than a bank it has turned
into an obscure imperium of agricultural, food and seed
industry as well as insurances, media, property and construction companies. Around 95% of austrian milk and butter is fielded by Raiffeisen creameries to name just two
examples. Whoever doesn‘t follow their rules is exsanguinated.
As if that wasn‘t enough their top officers have seats in
state parliaments, chambers as well as the federal government where they can directly influence legislation and
political decisions of all kinds.
To list all of Raiffeisen‘s outrages would go beyond
the scope of this booklet so here is just one more. The
Raiffeisen Bank got involved in financing the trans-adriatic gas-pipeline (TAP). The construction of which would
set in stone a dependency on fossil energy and have dramatic, irreversible consequences on the local population
and their environment. (See also: Erste Bank)
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FINANCE

(1) Raiffeisen
More information:
Fehlinger, Julianna: Wie Raiffeisen Milchbäuerinnen und
Milch-bauern unter Druck setzt https://mosaik-blog.at/raiffeisen-milch-bauern/
Fehlinger, Julianna: 200 Jahre Raiffeisen: Wie die Idee der Genossenschaft verraten wurde https://mosaik-blog.at/200-jahreraiffei-sen-wie-die-idee-der-genossenschaft-verraten-wurde/
Holzinger, Lutz und Staudinger, Clemens: Schwarzbuch Raiffeisen. Mandelbaum Verlag, https://www.mandelbaum.at/buch.
php?id=535
Informationen zur Trans-Adriatic-Pipeline (TAP): http://defund-tap.org/
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FINANCE

(2) Erste Bank
Am Belvedere 1
1100 Wien
+ several branches around the city...

Similar to the Raiffeisen Bank the Erste Bank is involved in financing the trans-adriatic pipeline which is a
part of the „southern gas corridor“ a gigantic pipeline
project that aims to transport millions of cubic meters
of natural gas from Aserbaidschan to Europe every year.
The construction of this pipeline is linked to horrific effects on both the population and the environment in
the vicinity. In southern Italy for example century old
olive trees have to be uprooted and replanted hence entire local agriculture would be put to risk because of the
pipeline. Instead of investing in renewable, fossil free
energy supplies the construction of such gas infrastructure would set the continued use of fossil fuels into
stone even though it is unquestionably in disagreement
with the goals of the Paris climate agreement.
More information:
http://defundtap.org/
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FINANCE

(3) Börse
Wallnerstraße 8
1010 Wien

The viennese stock exchange was founded in 1771 as one of
the first securities exchange in the world. It is a turning point of the global finance sector and continually
distances itself from the real world while developing an
inflated market for financial products. 10 years ago, this
system‘s problems where shown through the financial crisis yet taxes were used to save Banks and to this day no
effective regulations of financial trade markets can be
observed.
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

(4) Weltbank
Praterstraße 31
1020 Wien

This organisation was founded after the second world
war in order to put an end to extreme poverty and develop the shared welfare in a sustainable way. These great
sounding goals hide the actual interest of the organisation: a narrow focus on increasing investors profits and
economic growth lead to the exploitation of people and
natural resources. Instead of supporting a „good life for
all“ the Worldbank participates in enlarging the discrepancy between rich and poor and is effectively hindering
truly sustainable developments.
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

(5) OSZE
Palais Pálffy
Wallnerstrasse 6
1010 Wien

OSZE stand for the organisation of security and cooperation in Europe and is a cooperative of 57 states that has
the official goal to ensure peace and help with reconstruction after conflict. The OSZE is situated in Vienna
where weekly meetings of the permanent assembly are being
held. Their protocols can be viewed here:
https://www.osce.org/permanent-council/366241
The image of the security and peace organisation is misleading by choice. It is a meeting spot for the world‘s
biggest weapon manufacturers and warmongers. It functions
as a platform for a security and economy policy that benefits the powerful. The OSZE is a part of the border control organisation Frontex and therefore directly involved
in closing Europe to unwanted (=unprofitable) migration.
That this leads to the death of thousands of migrants is
simply accepted.
Furthermore, the organisation helps to secure a good investment climate in its member states. In reality that
means lowering workers’ rights, cutting workers’ pay and
privatisation.
More on OSZE:
https://nowef.noblogs.org/post/2014/10/07/osze-angreifen-kapitalismus-zerschlagen/
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE
The debate around Glyphosate shows the destructive
yet powerful dominance of the industrial agriculture. Not only does it produce a big amount of the
global greenhouse gases it is also responsible for
destroying natural ecosystems of many animals and
plants, thus destroying the basis of our food supply.
Agroindustry enterprises and chambers lure farmers
into dependency under the pretence of feeding the
ever-growing world population to secure their own
profits. But in order to feed the world small-scale
farming structures have to be supported and big chemistry enterprises need to lose their importance.
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

(6) Bayer
Herbststraße 6-10
1160 Wien

The list of scandals caused by this chemical and pharmaceutical giant is seemingly endless and spans from selling HIV contaminated medicinal products, human right
violations to environmental destruction of all kinds. To
name just one example: Bayer was involved in financing
the war in the Democratic Republic of Congo with a death
toll of more than 3 million. Bayer is also one of several
European companies financially supporting climate change
denying senators in the US as the climate action network
uncovered. These senators were known for blocking laws
that would protect the climate. The current fusion of
Bayer with Monsanto shows that the market power of these
enterprises has no limitations. The German newspaper taz
called the fusion a creation of a gigantic lobbyist for
an environmentally destructive Turbo-agriculture.
More information:
Climate Action Network: Think globally – sabotage locally: How and
why European companies are funding climate change deniers and anti-climate legislation voices in the 2010 US Senate race
http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-files/Guardian/documents/2010/10/24/
climate.pdf
Klaus Werner-Lobo, Hans Weiss: Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen
https://www.markenfirmen.com/
Kommentar von Jost Maurin auf taz.de: Monsanto-Übernahme – Ein gefährlicher Lobbygigant
https://www.taz.de/Kommentar-Monsanto-Uebernahme/!5491901/
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

(7) Syngenta
Anton-Baumgartner-Straße 125/2/3/1
1230 Wien

Pesticide poisoning, workers’ rights violations and lobbying is what can be expected from this company. Syngenta
is leading the world market in pesticide production and
comes in as 3rd in seed production. An especially problematic Syngenta product is the pesticide Atrizin: it can
be made responsible for a number of health issues in fish,
amphibia, reptiles and mammals. Furthermore, more than 80
„super-weeds“ are known that have developed resistances
against Atrizin. The EU has finally forbidden the pesticide, yet it is still used in mass in the USA. Even though
Syngenta‘s self-proclaimed goal is to feed the world‘s
population the enterprise cares more about good quarterly statements for their investors. What they don‘t tell at
their shareholders’ meeting is that their practices don‘t
consider possible effects on humans or nature.
Blackbook Syngenta: http://old.multiwatch.ch/de/f97000405.html
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

(8) BASF
Handelskai 94-96
1200 Wien

BASF is the world’s biggest chemical enterprise. It is
furthermore responsible for 11% of the world‘s pesticide
production thus contributing to the destructive industrial agriculture. BASF is another of the enterprises paying
US senators to block climate protection laws. BASF also
planted the genetically modified potato type Amflora in
Sweden and mixed it with another not approved type which
resulted in enabling the non-approved type to spread. Nowadays BASF mostly plays with genetic modifications in the
USA, but Europe isn‘t safe from their practices either.
Fipronil the chemical responsible for the egg scandal in
2017 is produced by BASF.
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

(9) Nestlé
Am Euro Platz 2
1120 Wien

That Nestlé is on this list should hardly surprise. The
swiss corporation is the worlds biggest food company.
Child labour, human trafficking, forced labour, horrific
animal tests, rainforest destruction - Nestlé has done
almost anything you could imagine in your darkest nightmares. For their dirty practices they were awarded with
the Black Planet Award for «outstanding responsibility
for the destruction and ruin of our blue planet towards a
black planet» in 2007.
Klaus Werner-Lobo, Hans Weiss: Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen
https://www.markenfirmen.com/
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

(10) Bauernbund und Landwirtschaftskammer
Bauernbund
Brucknerstraße 6
1040 Wien

Landwirtschaftskammer
Schauflergasse 6
1010 Wien

The „Bauernbund“ is the workers union of Austrian farmers
and at the same time one of the most important suborganisations of the Austrian Conservative Party (ÖVP). In most
Austrian states the “Bauernbund” accounts for up to 80%
of the representatives of the “Landwirtschaftskammer” the
state representation of Austrian farmers. Together with
Raiffeisen these three players are the basis of a very Austrian agricultural system that dictates the conditions of
the agricultural sector and secures Raiffeisen’s profits.
Dr. Gerhard Hovorka: Die Agrarpolitik in Österreich
http://momentum-kongress.org/cms/uploads/BEITRAG_Hovorka_Agrarsektor.
pdf
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

(11) REWE, Hofer, Spar, Lidl
The headquarters of these supermarkets are spread
all over Austria, but branches can be found all over
the city.

The three biggest Austrian food corporations (REWE, Spar,
Hofer and Lidl) rule 70% of Austrian food trade. This
market concentration has negative impacts in all directions: The three companies get to decide the conditions of
acceptance and prices for the producers and at the same
time consumers are bound to their conditions as almost
no alternatives exist.
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INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

(12) Bundesministerium für Nachhaltigkeit
und Tourismus (BMNT)
Stubenring 1
1010 Wien

The new Ministry for Sustainability and Tourism (previously the Ministry for Agriculture, Forestry, Environment
and Water Management) has already shown that they will
not stand for truly necessary climate-friendly politics.
The new “Environment Minister“ Elisabeth Köstinger (ÖVP)
commented the minister of transport Norbert Hofer’s (FPÖ)
plans to raise the speed limit on highways to 140 km/h
saying the emissions would still be held in check. She
also has no concerns about the expansion of the Viennese
Airport.
Irmi Salzer: Die Umweltministerin, der die Umwelt egal ist: so tickt
Elisabeth Köstinger
https://mosaik-blog.at/wer-ist-elisabeth-koestinger-umweltministerin-bauernbund-sebastian-kurz/
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FOSSIL ENERGY
In order to limit global warming a big part of known
oil, gas and coal reserves have to stay in ground.
Apart from the climate crisis promoting fossil fuels
is often connected to the displacement of the local
population, environmental destruction and degrading
working conditions.

(13) OMV
Zentrale:
Trabrennstrasse 6-8
1020 Vienna

Raffinerie Schwechat:
Mannswörther Str. 28
2320 Schwechat

Ölhafen Lobau:
Uferstraße 20
1220 Wien

+ gas stations all
over the city

The oil and gas giant OMV is one of 100 corporations responsible for more than 70% of climate change. It is also
closely aligned with Gazprom. In the Weinviertel area in
lower Austria the company plans to go for exploratory gas
drilling despite massive resistance from locals.
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FOSSIL MOBILITY
Traffic is responsible for 30% of Austrian greenhouse
emissions and therefore one of the biggest contributors to climate change. And yet their emissions keep
on rising, around 60% since 1990.

(14) Flughafen
Schwechat
Just a small portion of the world’s population has ever
seen a plane from inside yet air traffic is responsible
for around 5% of global greenhouse gas emissions. This
makes air traffic an effigy of climate Injustice. Through
the fight against a third runway at the Viennese airport
it has become a symbol of a society that holds on to a
fossil economical system and growth dependency no matter
the costs. Concrete livable alternatives are forgotten in
the process.
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FOSSIL MOBILITY

(15) ÖAMTC
Zentrale:
Baumgasse 129
1030 Wien

Zweigstelle:
Schubertring 1-3
1010 Wien

The lobby organisation of the car industry.
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FOSSIL MOBILITY

(16) ASFINAG
Zentrale:
Rotenturmstraße 5-9
1010 Wien

Baumanagement + Service:
Modecenterstraße 16
1030 Wien

The highway financing joint stock company is responsible for financing, planning, building and maintaining Austrian streets. It is also the moving force
behind several big infrastructure projects like the
Lobau-Tunnel
More about the Lobau-Tunnel:
http://www.lobau.org/
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FOSSIL MOBILITY

(17) Shell
Tech Gate
Donau-City-Straße 1
1220 Wien

Shell is one of the world’s biggest oil and natural gas
corporations – active in 140 countries and one of the 10
most climate destructive enterprises. Shell was responsible for 2.12% of global emissions in the years 1750-2010.
Their list of environmental and human rights crimes is
long. The corporation is responsible for an oil pest in
the Niger delta where thousands died, and the survivors
lost their livelihood. They wanted to sink an old oil rig
the Brent Spar in the Atlantic and are planning to drill
in sensible ecosystems like the Arctic.
Gas station-finder:
https://www.shell.at/autofahrer/shell-stationsfinder.html
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FOSSIL MOBILITY

(18) BP
Industriezentrum Niederösterreich Süd
Straße 6, Objekt 17
2355 Wiener Neudorf

The British oil corporation doesn’t only follow an extremely climate destructive GESCHÄFTSMODELL (they can be
made responsible for 2.47% of global emissions from 17502010) but they are furthermore responsible for two VERHEEREND oil catastrophes. In Prudehoe-Bay, Alaska in 2016
and the Golf of Mexico in 2010 where the Deepwater Horizon exploded, and oil leaked in a record holding amount.
The consequences can be felt to this day. BP doesn’t even
shy away from direct human rights violations: financing of
civil wars, destruction of livelihoods in oil production
areas and cooperation with military regimes can be connected back to BP.
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FOSSIL MOBILITY

(19) Arbeitskreis der Automobilimporteure
(Working circle of car importers)

Schwarzenbergplatz 4
1031 Wien

This lobby organisation has been spreading fake news for
years for example through the show “Autofocus” and works
towards car friendly legislation in Europe.
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FOSSIL MOBILITY

(20) Steets

tbc.
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MEDIA

(21) Krone
Muthgasse 2
1190 Wien

tbc.
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MEDIA

(22) Fellner-Medien (Österreich)
Friedrichstraße 10
1010 Wien

Fellner Medien is a publishing company that HERRAUSBRINGEN the daily newspaper Österreich as well as a sort of
TV broadcaster oe24.tv. “Österreich” can be taken for free
and is found in many public transportation stations and
other frequented spots around Vienna. The paper doesn’t
worry about facts too much; mistakes in their content and
fake news are program. The general journalistic quality of the newspaper is also frequently criticised: they
try to catch readers through lurid captions, non declared
photo-montages and wrongfully labelled “exclusive”
stories.
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OTHER CONCERNS AND INSTITUTIONS

(23) Apple
Store:
Kärntner Straße 11
1010 Wien

Apple opens their first store in Vienna and everyone comes running including activists that demand the corporation to pay their taxes. In 2014 Apple payed but 0.005%
taxes in Europe and in total at least 13 billion to little. This is made possible through a wicked trick of doing
business in Ireland. The European commission has asked
Ireland to ask for the money from Apple. But both the
irish government and Apple block these decisions. Apple
also doesn’t take data protection seriously neither from
customers nor from workers. They have been awarded the
“Big Brother Award” for the video surveillance of not
only their shop area but also the storage and break facilities. That Apple stores are visited by activists is
almost a tradition. In France Apple tried to collect a
150000€ fine and ban activists from entering the store in
a process against Attac but failed in court.
Apple eröffnet – Attac protestiert: „Apple, zahl deine Steuern!“
https://www.attac.at/presse/attac-presseaussendung/datum/2018/02/24/
apple-eroeffnet-attac-protestiert-apple-zahl-deine-steuern.html
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OTHER CONCERNS AND INSTITUTIONS

(24) Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien (WU)
– University of economy

Welthandelsplatz 1
1020 Wien

The University of economy creates Austria’s top-capitalists and doesn’t mind jumping into bed with private economy. Of course, it mainly teaches hegemonial ideas of
Neo-classicism which doesn’t give credit to neither the
diversity of economic theories nor the current societal
challenges. On the university’s campus you can find the
“OMV library” and a “Raiffeisen language centre” which
gives rise to the question of what is worse: that private
companies use a university as advertisement space or that
those are exactly the companies that are some of the most
important players when it comes to our climate INjust
world. Furthermore, the question of how free research really is arises. Is everything nowadays “sponsored by”?
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OTHER CONCERNS AND INSTITUTIONS

(25) H&M
Stores:
Kärntnerstraße 28
1010 Wien

Mariahilferstraße 41-43/78–80/53
1060 Wien

Millenium City
Handelskai 94-96
1200 Wien

Further shops:
http://www.hm.com/at/store-locator#store=AT0017

H&M is the world’s biggest buyer of clothes produced in
Bangladesh. The working conditions of sewers in Bangladesh are often catastrophically: long working hours for
HUNGERSLOHN in a dangerous working environment. They do
this so that people in the global north can buy clothes
for a few euros to raise their mood or kill time. They do
this, so the owners and shareholders can gain their profits. And since human exploitation and nature exploitation
often go hand in hand toxic chemicals are led into waterways in the process of manufacturing H&M’s clothes. They
accumulate in lakes and rivers and there find a way into
the food chain. That is not what climate justice looks
like.
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OTHER CONCERNS AND INSTITUTIONS

(26) Starbucks, McDonalds and other
global corporations

Starbucks, McDonalds and Co exploit their employees, know
the best tax evasion tricks and have a strong grip on
their producers.
There are enough reasons to pay them a visit…
I‘m NOT lovin‘ it...
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The Climate Games are coming for a visit to the
Viennese Climate Camp this year.
Action days: 1st and 2nd of June 2018
More Info: climategames.at
Email: climategamesvienna@riseup.net
How to get there and more info about the climate camp:
klimacamp.at

